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The problem we aim to address

The Delta and Omicron variants are
driving a “dual surge” in Covid-related
infections all over the world, with daily
US cases reaching an all-time high.
The Omicron and Delta variant in the last few
weeks have demonstrated different
characteristics sand require different
strategies. What’s more, this may not be the
end of the different variants of COVID-19.
It has become critically important to identify genotype
(i.e.variants) in addition to detection of SARS-Cov-2.
To identify genotype, sequencing assay is used
conventionally, but this is a labor intensive, expensive
assay and needs expensive machine and 3-5 days for
complete analysis.

Share of SARS-CoV-2 sequences that are the omicron variant, Sep 20, 2021 to Jan
24, 2022

The solution

Cellgenemedix is addressing the need to provide
a test kit that will be able to tell if a newly
infected individual with COVID-19 has Delta
variant or Omicron variant. GG COVID-19
Omicron and Delta kit is a cost effective
diagnostic tool optimized for rapid POC (point of
care) diagnosis of Omicron/Omicron stealth,
Delta, and SARS CoV-2 infection, and is expected
to be a useful tool in the control and surveillance
as well as accurate diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 in
the new, antigen shift era of COVID-19 pandemic
Cellgenemedix has developed the world’s first
real-time PCR kit for testing of the presence of
COVID-19 at the same time as screening in
whether the COVID-19 type is Delta or
Omicron or Omicron stealth or none of those..

3 Point Step by Step COVID-19 Strategy

GG-COV-QPlex
GG-COV-D/O
GG-COV-VOC

CellgeneMedix is implementing a 3-point
COVID-19 Strategy:
1. GoodAg COVID-19 Antigen TestProfessional and Home test
2. GG COVID-19 Omicron and Delta PCR
kit - a cost effective diagnostic tool
optimized for rapid diagnosis of
Omicron/Omicron stealth, Delta, and
SARS CoV-2 infection, 1 tube
3. GG COVID-19 COV (Variant of Concern)
kit -a test kit that will be able to tell which
of the different variant a newly infected
individual with COVID-19 has: Alpha,
Beta/Gamma, Delta variant, Omicron, or
Omicron stealth variant.

Good Ag COVID-19
Antigen Test
A lateral flow assay for home use and
healthcare professionals for rapid antigen
testing of COVID-19 which can detect as little
as 0.1-0.01ng/ml N (Nucleocapsid) antigen of
SARS-Cov-2 in nasal/nasopharyngeal/
oropharyngeal swab/sputum/saliva specimens
with higher analytical sensitivity than most
antigen kits. This kit allows home testing to
detect SARS-Cov-2 within 20 minutes without
need of instrument. It is one of the most
effective tools to screen/diagnose COV-19 in
the public (Home test, Point of care test) in a
very cost effective manner.

Where we are at: US Patent/CE mark/ISO/PreEUA

2 labs in USA collaboration for evaluation. PreEUA in progress.
International patent office and USPTO filed for patent
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GOOD Ag COVID-19
Antigen Test
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INTENDED USE
GOOD Ag COVID-19 Antigen test is one step in vitro diagnostic test based on an immunochromatographic
assay. It is designed for qualitative detection of SARS-CoV-2 antigens is nasopharybgeal swab specimen of
suspected patients. Lateral flow assay which can detect as little as 0.01ng/ml N antiden of SARS-CoV-2. Higher
analytical sensitivity than other commercial antigen kits (LOD 10-20 time lower).
Higher clinical performance (sensitivity 85-95% and specificity 100% in reference to real time PCR assay. Allow
ordinary people to detect SARS-CoV-2 within 20 minutes without need of instrument. One of the best tool to
screen COV-19 in the puclic (Home Test, Point of care test).
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Good Ag COVID-19
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Device

Extraction buffer
tube

Nozzle cap

Sterilized
swab

Vial stand

Instruction for
use

PROCEDURE
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Place the swab into the extraction
vial. Rotate the swab vigorously at
least 5-10 times in rotation for about
10 seconds. At the same time, press
the swab head against the wall of the
tube to release the antigen.
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Inser a nasopharyngeal swab into the
patient, and rotate the swab over the
posterior nasopharynx surface 15
seconds. Using the same swab, repeat
sample collection in the other nostril.

20
min
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Apply 3 drops of extracted specimen
to the specimen well of the test
device.

Start timing the test by setting the
timer for 20 minutes. DO NOT
remove the Device from the Vial
while the test is running.

TEST RESULTS
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A reddish-purple line appears in the
T Zone and there is a line in the C
Zone.Lines may vary in intensity.The
test is positive regardless of how
faint these lines appear.
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A reddish-purple line appears in
the C Zone and NO line appears in
the T Zone. The line in the C Zone
must be present to interpret a
negative test result.
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Control Line
Test Line

NO lines appear on the device, or a
reddish-purple background in the Result.
Window makes it difficult to read the result
after 30 minutes, or any partial line on one
side of the C or T Zones.

GG COVID-19 QuadPlex
RT-PCR
The QPlex COVID-19 RT-PCR Kit was designed to
detect open reading frame (ORF1ab), RdRP, and
nucleoprotein (N) based on the genomic database of
COVID-19. The kit is versatile, and can run on a
variety of different equipments with a running time of
~1 hour (minus the RNA extraction time) and up to 95
specimens per run(depending on the Real Time PCR
machine used), includes primers and dual-labeled
hydrolysis (Taqman®) probes to be used in the in vitro
qualitative detection of COVID-19 virus RNA isolated
from clinical specimens including nasopharyngeal,
oropharyngeal, and lower respiratory specimens such
as sputum.

WHERE WE ARE AT: US Patent/CE mark/ISO/EUA*

2 labs in USA collaboration for evaluation
International patent office and USPTO filed for patent
*FDA EUA was filed, not achieved. Rejection notice on 2021.

GG Omicron & Delta Kit
The world is in dire need of a diagnostic kit that can
diagnose COVID-19 infection while simultaneously
diagnosing omicron and delta mutations, report
automatic analysis, and quickly and accurately test
multiple samples.
Cellgenmedix’s RT-PCR for SARS-CoV-2 variant testing
has multiple probes targeting different regions of the
viral genome, and has the capacity to detect all the
variants of concern and interest in a very cost-effective
format.

Intermediate results with GG COVID-19 Omicron and
Delta kit show that the GG COVID-19 Omicron and
Delta kit targeting mutant areas of coronavirus has
increased sensitivity than conventional testing to detect
COVID-19itself, not just variants in the era of Omicron
compared to previous probes targeting N, RdRP,
Orf1ab. (CE mark/ISO acquired)

GG COVID-19 VOC Kit
This kit is designed to detect clinically significant
genetic mutations based on the genomic database of
COVID-19. The COVID-19 mutation kit enables
multiplexing mutation hot spots to detect most of the
current COVID-19 variants of interest/concern. COVID
variants may be more transmissible, susceptible to
“vaccine escape”, or be missed by regular COVID-19
testing methods such as Real time PCR, antigen, or
rapid testing.
COVID-19 mutation kit is versatile, can be run on a
variety of different sequencers with a running time of
~2 hour (minus the nucleic acid extraction time) to be
used in the in vitro qualitative detection of COVID-19
virus mutation from clinical specimens including
nasopharyngeal, oropharyngeal, and lower respiratory
specimens such as sputum and has a clear advantage
over sequencing especially for epidemiological
purposes. (CE mark/ISO acquired)

The team
Research and
Development

Korean
Cellgen
-medix

Manufacturing
ISO 9001, 13485

Jung Moon, M.D. M.M.S., Pathologist, Cellgenemedix.
The most important laboratory resource is competent, motivated
leadership. Ms. Jung addresses many elements of personnel
management and oversight. Critical to the implementation of the

quality management are people who possess integrity,
recognize the importance of their work and participate in
continuous improvement, Ms. Jung continues to inspire and
ensure this.

Sales and Outreach

OEM
Good Gene
InC

The Facilities

ISO certification for both
molecular and
immunological methods
achieved

Milestones
Reach out to the individual consumer base in
USA, Europe, & Asia.

January 20XX

October 20XX

CE Approval for the following kits;
●
●

Jan

COVID-19 Home Antigen
Test
COVID-19 Omicron RT-PCR

Feb

Mar

Reach out to distributors in
USA, Europe, & Asia.

Apr

May

Jun

Outreach campaign to spread awareness
regarding the use of testing kits.

March 20XX
FDA Approval submission for all 4
testing kits.

Jul

Aug

Sept

Applications in cancer,

STDs, reachout 20XX

Oct

Nov

Dec

General Population

Revenue Model

Home Antigen
Rapid Test

B2C

CellgeneMedix
Omicron PCR test
VOC PCR test
Qplex PCR test

B2B

Distributors/Wholesalers

Why Cellgene
Medix?
We have Korean ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001, and
ISO13485 certification for International Standards
Organization (ISO), manufacture, and export. We have
international and 4 USPto patents for all out methods.
Our management team includes highly competent, &
motivated staff working with the sole motive of
continuous improvement.
We own original patents for all our technology and thus
have the potential to apply this patented technology to all
business areas.
In times of the pandemic we wish to empower every
individual with the means to safely test themselves at
home without putting themselves or their loved ones at
risk and we believe we have found a way.

www.cellgenemedix.com (developer)
243 Broadway #9188 SMB# 9564, Newark, NJ,
07104, USA
Good Gene Corp, Inc.28 Digital-ro 30-gil 1111
28 Digital-ro 30-gil #1111-1112 (manufacturer)
Guro-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea (08389)
Tel:+82-2-2088-0055 Fax: +82-2-3409-1330
www.goodgenekorea.com

